Future of product
data onboarding
Bring more products online.

Why Onedot
The processing of product data is becoming increasingly complex for retailers. On the one
hand, the volume of data is constantly increasing, and on the other hand, suppliers are
providing the most diverse formats and structures. Onedot supports you with product data
Onboarding using state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms.
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What you can expect from us
Focused know-how on product master data and cutting edge self-learning software that
simplifies your day-to-day business.
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Through the Onedot article creation process, which was developed together with well-known
retailers, you get the opportunity to create your articles quickly and efficiently or enrich existing products. Millions of products have already successfully undergone this process.
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Why you can start today
Share a test data set with us and we will analyse it for you in advance without obligation.
We will then be happy to discuss with you the potential in terms of data processing and the
concrete benefits for your organisation.

What our customers say about Onedot
“Onedot's AI solution automatically integrates, categorises and enriches the product data
of the various suppliers and even surpasses human precision in data preparation.”
Dr. Christian Böhm, VP Scientific Content at ZAGENO Inc.
“The support provided by Onedot has greatly simplified the preparation of product data.
Without Onedot, we would not have been able to meet the necessary internal deadlines.”
Rainer Latzlsperger, Senior Manager at WEKO.
“Through Onedot and its AI technology, shöpping.at was able to accelerate the supplier
onboarding of large retailers enormously and thus help to expand market growth.”
Dr. Andreas Pinterits, Head of Product Strategy and Onboarding at shöpping.at
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